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Figure 3: On the left is an image of the J2107-2526 field produced by integrating 8-second snapshots over
the entire time interval without blanking. On the right is an image of the field after RFI blanking and peeling,
along with contours of the unpeeled image.

occasion, reflect or refract into the receivers at levels that are orders of magnitude above the noise
floor. During deep integrations the MWA real-time system will simply discard dubious data. This
will require a series of data-quality tests, of which the simple median-based detector shown here
will form an integral part.
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Correlator
• Builds the cross-power spectrum of the sky

• Cross-correlate the signal from every station pair

• XF Correlator

• Cross correlate the signal then FFT

• FX Correlator

• From convolution theorem

• FFT the signal then cross-multiply O(B Ns (Ns + k))

the telescopes (see [? ] for an excellent review of Synethesis Imaging). This

allows the circumvention of the Raleigh criterion.

The cross-power spectrum at frequency ν observed by the station pair

(known as a baseline) i and j is given by

Sij(ν) =

� ∞

−∞
(Ai � Aj)(τ) e

−i2πντ
dτ, (1)

where Ak is the signal at station k and (Ai � Aj)(τ) is the cross-correlation.

With sufficient baselines, a detailed power spectrum representation can be

obtained, from which an image of the sky can be obtained through inverse

Fourier transform. In radio astronomy, the hardware which produces the

power spectrum from Ns signals is known as the correlator. Historically,

this would essentially perform equation 1 directly, i.e., the cross-correlation

followed by the Fourier transform. Such a correlator is known as a lag corre-

lator, or XF correlator (the X signifying cross-correlation, and the F for the

Fourier transfrom). However, note from the cross-correlation analogue of the

convolution theorem

F(A � B) = (FA)× (FB), (2)

we can write the power spectrum as

Sij(ν) = Xi(ν)
∗
X

†
j (ν), (3)

where Xi(ν) =
�∞
−∞Ai(τ)e−i2πντ

is the Fourier transform of signal i. Thus,

we can achieve the power spectrum from first Fourier transforming each sig-

nal, and then simply cross-multiplying. When performed in this order, such

a correlator is known as an FX correlator, where the Fourier component is

known as the F-engine and the cross-multiply component is known as the

X-engine. Due to the presence of the Fast Fourier transform, this represents

a more cost efficient approach to computing the cross power-spectrum, since

the cost scales as O(Ns ln Nt)
1

and O(N2
s ) for the F and subsequent X com-

ponents respectively. In the limit of large Ns (which as mentioned above is

the direction modern radio astronomy is heading) the X-engine accounts for

the bulk of the computational budget.

1There are Ns Fourier transformed of length Nt performed, but only once over a time
interval of Nt, so the total cost is O(Ns lnNt).
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Figure 1: 10Gbit Ethernet.

each port on a switch that we purchase. In Architecture 1, we note that each

connection has the capability of sending and receiving 10Gbps. However,

each connection to the switch uses only 10Gbps in one direction - therefore

only half the bandwidth that the switch is capable of, per port, is being used.

Given that the X engines have more than one 10GbE port (as is the case

with the Parsons correlator, which uses the BEE2 board), we can build a

correlator using a switch with only N ports (whereas Architecture 1 requires

a 2N -port switch), and each port is used to send and receive data at up to

10Gbps. Figure 2 shows this architecture.

The F engines now each send their output directly to a single X engine.

Each X engine then creates the packets to distribute the frequency channel

data to all the X engines (just as described for Architecture 1).

The use of 10GbE to transfer data from the F engines to the X engines

is unnecessary, since there is only one endpoint, so in practice the XAUI

protocol is used.

This architecture is also simple, and is no more complicated than Archi-

3

FX Correlator

F-engine compute 
scales linearly with Ns

X-engine compute 
scale quadratically with Ns

(Figure taken from Casper collaboration)

Corner turn
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FPGAs
• FPGAs (or ASICs) generally used for correlation

• Ideal since only require limited fixed-point ops

• Very power efficient since all die area devoted to 
problem

• Extremely expensive

• Astronomers survive on donations and old h/w

• Development time can be very long

• Local experts at Berkeley  
http://casper.berkeley.edu/wiki/CASPER_Correlator

Thursday, 27 January 2011
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Huang’s GTC Keynote
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Are GPUs (part of) the solution?
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Motivation

• GPUs are an interesting platform

• Harness commodity hardware

• Low cost

• Easy to develop

• Forwards compatible

• How competitive are GPUs?

• Vs. other commodity hardware

• Vs. FPGAs

• Testcase: MWA Correlator

• Recall Nbody with GRAPE
Thursday, 27 January 2011



Previous Work
• Harris et al (2008)

• GPU for X-engine only - no consideration for integrated system

• Wayth et al (2009)

• Consider GPU for both F-engine and X-engine

• Developed for the 32 station MWA prototype

• Not a scalable solution

• van Nieuwpoort et al (2009)

• Compared X-engine performance across range of platforms

• Claim: GPU implementations suffer from memory bottlenecks

• Conclusion: BG/P and Cell optimal

• All of the above had low percentage of peak performance for GPUs

Thursday, 27 January 2011



MWA Correlator

• Array located in Western Australian Outback

• Total power budget ~ 50 kW

• Tasked with detecting EOR signal

• 512 stations x 2 polarizations = 1024 inputs

• total bandwidth = 31 MHz

• X-engine requires

• 1.6 x1013 CMACs = 128 TFLOPS

• How many GPUs required?

Thursday, 27 January 2011



Fermi Architecture

GeForce GTX 480

• 480 processing cores

• 1.345 TFLOPS SP

• 177 GB/s memory bandwidth

• Power consumption 250 Watts

• Easy to program

• $300 (as of yesterday)
Thursday, 27 January 2011



Fermi Architecture
• High memory bandwidth

• BUT high flop:byte ratio 7.6:1

• Need high arithmetic 
intensity to keep GPU busy

• Use memory hierarchy

• Registers 

• Shared memory

• Device memory

• PCIe bus
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The X-engine
• Mathematically, just the sum of a series of vector outer products

• Nt=B/T is the integration length, e.g. ~100000

• Matrix is Hermitian - just calculate lower triangular elements

Sij(ν) =
Nt�

t=1

Xi(ν)Xj(ν)†

Nt 2 1

Ns

Ns

1

2

Ns

FLOPS =
1

2
8B(2Ns)(2Ns + 1)
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Triangular grid of thread blocks

Station

Station
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Trivial to parallelize 
over frequency

Station

Station

Nc
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Station

Station
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Registers

Each thread 
computes 
a 1x1 tile

flop/byte
Algorithm: 1

Hardware: 7.6

Cache

Data shared 
between threads 
using L1 cache

Matrix elements stored in registers

16x16 threads = 16x16 stations

Output

Each thread outputs its 
1x1 tile to memory

flop/byte
Algorithm: 1/Nt 
Hardware: 7.6

Thursday, 27 January 2011



Performance for Ns=512, Nc=12, Nt=1000
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shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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1st warp reads row

shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory
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Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory
sync

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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1st warp compute

shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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2nd warp compute

shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory

Matrix elements stored in registers
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shared memory

1st warp reads row

2n
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Matrix elements stored in registers

Registers

Each thread 
computes 
a 1x1 tile

flop/byte
Algorithm: 1

Hardware: 1.5

Shared Memory

Each thread 
block 

loads a 16x16 tile

flop/byte
Algorithm: 16
Hardware: 7.6
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Performance for Ns=512, Nc=12, Nt=1000
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Matrix elements stored in registers

Registers

Each thread 
computes 
a 2x2 tile

flop/byte
Algorithm: 2

Hardware: 7.6

Cache

Data shared 
between threads 
using L1 cache

8x8 threads = 16x16 stations
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Performance for Ns=512, Nc=12, Nt=1000
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shared memory

1st warp reads row
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Registers

Each thread 
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Performance for Ns=512, Nc=12, Nt=1000
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Performance for Ns=512, Nc=12, Nt=1000
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50% development time

Performance for Ns=512, Nc=12, Nt=1000
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Feeding the Beast 

• 1 TFLOP sustained is all very well, but what if the bus can’t 
keep up?

• Algorithm profile

• Host → Device                             O(Nc Ns Bc)

• Kernel                                          O(Nc Ns2 Bc)

• Device → Host                             O(Nc Ns2)

• Kernel will dominate at large Ns but what about small Ns?

• Previous work showed X-engine limited by bus

• ~250 GFLOPS at Ns = 64 (van Nieuwpoort et al)

Thursday, 27 January 2011
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The beast eats a lot, but 
each mouthful is small...
• PCIe bus is a severe constraint to performance

• Ns ≥ 256 kernel dominates

• Input signal precision typically 4-5 bits

• FP32 is a complete waste of bandwidth

• Accumulated correlation matrix must be high 
precision ( FPGAs typically use > 12-bit precision)

• Use 8-bit precision for input, keep matrix FP32

• 8-bit natively supported through textures

Thursday, 27 January 2011
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Pipelined Algorithm

Host

Device ComputeBuffer

Nt

Nt’
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Pipelined Algorithm

Host

Device ComputeBuffer
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Pipelined Algorithm
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Device ComputeBuffer
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Pipelined Algorithm
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Device ComputeBuffer
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Multi-GPU

• Trivial to parallelize across frequency

• PCIe bus contention manageable

• 4 TFLOPs sustained with 4 GPUs

• 1300 Watts total 

• 3 GFLOPS/Watt (cf 1684 GFLOPS/Watt #1Green 500)

• $6K for workstation => $1.50 per GFLOP 

Thursday, 27 January 2011



Architecture GFLOPS GOPS/Watt 
per chip (total)

Intel Core i7 (quad)* 48.0 0.4

IBM BG/P* 13.1 0.5

IBM Cell* 187 2.7

Nvidia C1060* 243 1

Nvidia GTX 480† 1042 ~4 (3)

MWA Correlator # 
(Virtex 4 SX35)

(~10)

Roach II+

(Virtex 6)
(~58)

X-engine Performance Across Platforms

* van Nieuwpoort and Romein, †this work,  #de Souza et al and Lonsdale et al,  +Manley
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However, the MWA’s location also brings some lo-

gistical challenges. Since the MWA is located in the

desert, there is no power station nearby to provide en-

ergy for the computational backend of the telescope.

Additionally, there is no fiber network to transmit

the data offsite once it has been collected. Further-

more, the MWA is projected to generate ∼1 PB a

week, which makes storage of the raw images unfea-

sible. Thus, the MWA must process the raw data in

real time, then discard them. The current plans call

for the MWA to collect data in 8 second intervals, so

that the images taken of the sky remain relevant.

2.3 Computational processes of the
MWA

The computational backend of the MWA contains

many different computational tasks that must be

completed in a very short time span (Fig. 1. The ini-

tial stage of the algorithm is a Fourier transform that

converts the signals from real space into frequency

space. The resulting images are then passed to the

correlator, which cross-correlated the signals in order

to filter out background noise and determine the lo-

cation in the sky of the stellar object being observed.

Together, these processes are referred to as the “FX

engine”, since it includes an “F” for a Fourier trans-

form and an “X” for the correlator engine.

Following the FX engine, the signal is passed

to the imaging pipeline, which includes various ge-

ometrical transformations and other algorithms in

order to complete the image of the sky. However,

the precise algorithms of the imaging portion of the

backend are very complex, and beyond the scope of

this paper. Additionally, the implementation of the

Fourier transform has been well-studied and well-

documented, and is not unique to this application.

Thus, this work will focus primarily on the correlator

stage of the computational backend.

The current implementation of the correlator em-

ploys graphics processing units (GPUs) in order

to perform the calculations, while the FX engine

is deployed on specialty-hardware known as field-

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Currently, FP-

GAs are able to perform the calculations of the FX

engine more quickly than GPUs. However, as the

size of the array grows larger, so does the amount

of traffic between the FX engine and the later stages

of the imaging pipeline. Thus, the purpose of this

work is to examine how to deploy the correlator

algorithm on a GPU efficiently so that in future

implementations there will be less of a bottleneck

between the FX engine and the imaging pipeline.

This work focused on developing an algorithm that

would complete the work quickly but also energy ef-

ficiently, since efficiency is another priority of the

MWA implementation.[2]

Figure 1: The imaging pipeline for the MWA. The correla-
tor (specifically the cross-multiply and integrate) serves as the
focus for this work.

3 Graphical Processing Units

Recent advancements in the development of GPUs

have made them suitable for general-purpose scien-

tific computing as a way to perform massively parallel

calculations. In the past, programming of GPUs had

to be done by using a graphics application program-

ming interface (API) alien to the GPUs, which proved

2

FPGAs
Virtex 4 SX35

64 x GPU
cluster

30 kW

16 kW

46 kW total
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ming interface (API) alien to the GPUs, which proved

2

64x GPU 30 kW

FPGA F-engine 4 kW
128x GPU X-engine 42 kW 

76 kW total
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"

"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig.1.  Simplified block diagram of the MWA hardware system?"
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Fig.2. Photograph of one of the 32 MWA tiles currently deployed at Boolardy, 
Western Australia. The 5 x 5 m wire mesh ground plane is laid directly on the 
ground and the dipoles are clipped onto the mesh. The beamformer box is 
seen in the background. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows the entire array configuration with a grid spacing 
of 500m. Red squares represent tiles, and thin blue and thick black lines 
represent co-axial cables connecting the tiles to beamformers and the fiber 
optic cable network, respectively. The right panel shows a zoomed view of the 
central part of the configuration with a grid spacing of 50 m. 
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Hybrid Correlator
• Proposed correlator for LEDA

Figure 1: 10Gbit Ethernet.

each port on a switch that we purchase. In Architecture 1, we note that each

connection has the capability of sending and receiving 10Gbps. However,

each connection to the switch uses only 10Gbps in one direction - therefore

only half the bandwidth that the switch is capable of, per port, is being used.

Given that the X engines have more than one 10GbE port (as is the case

with the Parsons correlator, which uses the BEE2 board), we can build a

correlator using a switch with only N ports (whereas Architecture 1 requires

a 2N -port switch), and each port is used to send and receive data at up to

10Gbps. Figure 2 shows this architecture.

The F engines now each send their output directly to a single X engine.

Each X engine then creates the packets to distribute the frequency channel

data to all the X engines (just as described for Architecture 1).

The use of 10GbE to transfer data from the F engines to the X engines

is unnecessary, since there is only one endpoint, so in practice the XAUI

protocol is used.

This architecture is also simple, and is no more complicated than Archi-

3

Harvard-SmithsonianCASPER
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Scaling to the Future
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Summary and 
Conclusion

• X-engine is a perfect match to the GPU

• 78% peak performance

• Low cost and development time

• Easy to keep with bleeding edge

• Not (yet) power competitive with FPGAs

• Future: hybrid correlators?

• Combine X-engine with Calibration and Imaging
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Optimization lessons

• Shared memory AND register tiling critical

• Minimize integer arithmetic

• Precalculate offsets

• Texture lookup

• Thread synchronization is costly

• The compiler doesn’t always know what it’s doing
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Double buffer shared memory storage to reduce 
synchronization
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sync
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Don’t trust compilers

• Compare these “identical” code fragments

a += b*c + d*c + e*f + g*h;

a += b*c;
a += d*c;
a += e*f;
a += g*h;

1020 GFLOPS

770 GFLOPS
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